
HARMAN KARDON® 
Music AND THeATeR 1500
Complete 5.1-channel entertainment system with 70-watt receiver and compact speaker/subwoofer system

Enjoying music and movies to their fullest at home can be as complicated 
as you choose to make it – or as simple as Harman Kardon® engineers 
have made it. The Harman Kardon Music and Theater 1500 system 
is a complete, 5.1-channel entertainment package that takes all the 
guesswork out of home theater, delivering the highest possible video 
quality and the captivating, all-encompassing sound that you associate 
with your favorite cineplex. The system’s advanced Harman Kardon 
AVR 1565 receiver features the industry’s latest features and newest 
processing technologies, and the HTKS 9BQ speaker and subwoofer 
package is engineered for optimal performance with serious bass 
punch. With an intuitive on-screen menu system for foolproof setup and 
operation, and performance characteristics that only Harman Kardon 
engineering can deliver, the Music and Theater 1500 is a beautifully 
compact system that transforms the home entertainment experience.

Features Advantages Benefits
70-watt, 5.1-channel amplifier An ultrawide-bandwidth, high-current design 

that delivers great phase linearity, low 
distortion and accurate frequency response  

Extraordinary clarity and dynamic impact

HDMI® v.1.4a with 3-D, Deep Color and 
Audio Return Channel

True high-definition digital video and 
full-resolution audio with no conversion or 
compression

The highest possible video and audio quality

Dolby® TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio™ 
decoding

Next-generation lossless audio technologies 
for sound that’s identical to the original 
studio master recording

Music and movie soundtracks as their 
creators meant you to hear them

Logic 7® processing Creates a five-channel or seven-channel 
surround-sound experience from two-
channel source material

Adds new depth and realism to older audio 
recordings

Three HDMI inputs Connect up to three separate digital sources Highest possible picture and sound quality

Extensive audio/video connectivity Multiple connections for both analog and 
digital sources 

Flexibility

Multidevice, programmable/learning remote 
control

A single remote controls your TV, Blu-ray Disc™ 
player and cable box or satellite tuner in 
addition to your AVR 

Simplicity and ease of use

Harman Kardon HKTS 9BQ

Complete, system-engineered speaker 
package

Everything you need for a full 5.1-channel 
surround-sound experience

Optimal performance with no guesswork

Voice-matched speakers The four identical satellite speakers are voice-
matched to the center speaker for consistent 
sound from speaker to speaker

Realistic, 360-degree sound

Harman Kardon AVR 1565
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Complete 5.1-channel entertainment system with 70-watt receiver and compact speaker/subwoofer system

HARMAN KARDON Music AND THeATeR 1500

Features Advantages Benefits
Dual midrange center speaker The HKTS center employs dual midrange drivers 

for improved power handling
Clear, distinct movie dialogue

200-watt powered subwoofer Fast-moving 8-inch (200mm) woofer Realistic, high-impact bass

Down-firing bass driver Interacts with the floor rather than nearby walls Improved bass quality, installation flexibility

Video-shielded speakers Center and satellite speakers may be placed 
near TV monitor without magnetic interference

Installation flexibility

Wall-mount hardware Satellites may be wall-mounted with included 
brackets

Installation flexibility

Striking industrial design Clean, minimalist look Complements any décor


